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Security Data

Analyst: Kaytan Mahalaha
We recommend a marketweight position on Nvidia Corporation’s (NVDA)
3.200% 2026 senior unsecured notes. NVDA is the leading manufacturer of
computer Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) controlling roughly 60% of the
market. We believe the 2026 notes are appropriately priced at $104.89 for the
following reasons. 1) Record unit shipments of T4 Inference and Volta 100
Training AI-focused GPUs in Q320A on a y/y decline in Data Center revenue
indicates a decrease in ASPs which went unmentioned by management. Also
CSPs using proprietary Inference applications instead of the native CUDA
software stack in the light of increased T4 GPU adoption poses new high-level
challenges for NVDA. Lastly growing preference for INTC’s Neuromorphic
CPUs and NNPs over NVDA’s DGX platform highlight increased competitive
dynamics in Data Center. 2) GeForce GTX to RTX GPU transitions will prove
difficult to upgrade as AMD captures 10% of GPU market share from NVDA
based on low ASP strategy. NVDA must successfully complete normalization of
shifting core GPU market from discrete PC to indiscrete notebook on 2nd Gen
Max-Q launches. 3) Secular trends continue to erode OEM GPU sales with no
stern game plan to offset losses going forward. Additionally, expectations for
DRIVE AGX AV-focused SoCs built on Tegra processors are falling short on
lack of demand, raising skepticism in NVDA’s role in AV.
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Summary Model

KLA CORPORATION (NASDAQ: KLAC)
Company & Management Description
NVDA, headquartered in Santa Clara, CA was founded in 1993. Since
inventing the GPU in 1999, the company’s core business has been
supplying GPUs for PCs. However, NVDA has since been able to
diversify their efforts into other end-markets such as Professional
Visualization, Data Center and Automotive; revenue by end-market is
illustrated in Figure 2. NVDA brings together hardware, system
software, programmable algorithms and libraries to create unique
value for a variety of customers. To help developers build
fundamental blocks to utilize NVDA GPUs, the company created
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) which expanded
parallel GPU processing capabilities. Jensen Huang is the Founder,
President and CEO of NVDA.
Increased Competitive Dynamics in Data Center
NVDA is well-positioned to concentrate its efforts on growing trends
in the hyperscale Data Center end-market. However, we believe that
an increased level of caution must be taken when evaluating the long
term competitive position. Data Center is benefitting from trends such
as conversational AI, speech recognition, edge computing, and the
reacceleration in cloud spending. In Q320 NVDA shipped a record
number of T4 Inference GPUs and Volta 100 Training GPUs, with the
mix leaning more towards Inference for the first time. However,
NVDA generated $726mm from its Data Center business segment in
Q320, representing a -8% y/y change as seen in Figure 3, highlighting
especially weak Enterprise Intelligent Edge (DGX) sales. With a
decline in revenue and a record number of units being shipped, we
believe that Average Selling Prices (ASPs) per unit are decreasing,
but management is yet to address this. NVDA’s CUDA stack is also
being challenged by proprietary software of Cloud Service Providers
(CSPs), specifically their TensorRT Inference application. Google
Cloud has rolled out their own Tensor Processing Unit (TPU) which
they are now using internally, this poses a threat regarding NVDA’s
long term competitiveness in the space. We believe this weakness may
be offset in the short term due to the increased adoption of T4 GPUs
by CSPs as they accelerate the ramp of new AI use cases and
hyperscale cloud spending visibility picks up. Additionally, as the
transition to 7nm nodes is beginning to come to an end, NVDA is still
yet to release a replacement for the V100 which uses 12nm nodes and
was last refreshed over two years ago. This creates further
uncertainties due to a 7nm release scheduled by Intel Corporation
(INTC) in the 2H of the next fiscal year. Lastly, management has
repeatedly stated that “ the computational scale for AI training doubles
every 3 months” however we wonder who is actually benefiting from
this growth. NVDA’s Data Center business segment grew by 11% q/q
in Q320A vs INTC’s 28% q/q Data Center growth, due to fast
adoption of INTC's Neuromorphic CPUs and Nervana Neural
Network Processors (NNPs) by CSPs. This reaffirms our cautious
stance regarding the competitive dynamics in the Data Center endmarket.
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Risks
▪

Stagnation in GPU market from CSP’s may
cause growth rate erosion lowering demand and
margins for NVDA’s core products.

▪

Lower than expected adoption of AI-related
hyperscale processing could make CPUs more
attractive than GPUs for less parallel
computations.

▪

PC Gaming demand may correlate with
macroeconomic weaknesses decreasing GPU
unit shipments potentially leading to lower
ASPs to offset demand.

▪

Lack of CUDA usage with T4s and V100s may
undermine NVDA’s long term software stack
diversification goals
Figure 2: LTM Revenue By End-Market

Source: Company Filings

Figure 3: Data Center Revenue

Downward pressure on prices will increase industry net-additions,
resulting in an uplift in network investment to boost coverage and
reduce latency.
Source: Bloomberg

Source: Company Filings
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Figure 4: GPU Market Capture

Source: Company Filings

Figure 5: OEM & Auto Revenue

Source: Company Filings

Secular OEM Erosion & Lagging AV Roll-Out
NVDA’s Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)
GPU sales have been in a secular decline due to their
high-end nature. Management has acknowledged
this trend and has placed no plan in place to combat
ongoing OEM erosion as seen in Figure 5. We
believe that OEM sales will continue to decline at
5% y/y pressure
going forward
until
the issue
offering
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In addition
weak OEM sales, NVDA’s
Source: Bloomberg
Automotive sales targeting Autonomous Vehicles
(AV) have largely fell short. In FY19 management
expected a “hockey stick like growth” for FY20,
which illustrated in Figure 5, did not end up
happening. NVDA’s System-on-a-Chip (SoC)
DRIVE AGX platform built on their Tegra
Processor was Tesla’s (TSLA) SoC of choice for
earlier AV models, however this fiscal year TSLA
began using in-house SoCs raising concerns
regarding the value-add of NVDA producing AVfocused SoCs. We believe that accelerated adoption
of AV SoCs like DRIVE AGX may happen years
into the future but recent guidance by management
was extremely far off in our opinion. We see
NVDA’s Auto segment growing at 10% y/y going
forward but remain uncertain on exponential growth
until increased AV-Adoption.
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RTX Induced Higher ASP Upgrade Cycle
Making up a majority of the company’s revenue, providing GPUs
for Gaming has been NVDA’s core focus for over 20 years.
NVDA’s lineup of industry-standard GeForce Gaming GPUs have
been the GPU of choice by professionals in a handful of endmarkets due to their paralleling processing capabilities. However,
market data indicates that the PC GPU market isn’t significantly
growing, therefore NVDA plans on leveraging 2nd Gen Max-Q
GeForce Notebook GPUs to offset lack of demand. As of Q320A
NVDA shipped +32% Max-Q products y/y at an average ASP of
+21% y/y, in addition to giving strong forward looking guidance.
Over 90% of GeForce customers have GPUs with less processing
power than the GTX 1660Ti, and with a majority of customers
making upgrades to new processors with Ray-Tracing
functionality (RTX) with performance 50% higher than previous
generations, this sets up NVDA for steady future growth in their
Gaming segment. NVDA operates in a $10,000mm GPU duopoly
with AMD, and AMD has been steadily gaining market share,
taking NVDA’s share down from 70% to just below 60%, as
shown in Figure 4, due to their ability to offer similar entry-level
products at cheaper prices. We believe there remains large
uncertainty over NVDA strategic decision to offer higher ASP
RTX GPUs to customers in the light of AMD’s recent market
capture from lower ASP GPUs.
Figure 6: Comparable Company Metrics

Source: Company Filings, Bloomberg

Figure 7: Ask Z-Spread

Downward pressure on prices will increase industry net-additions, resulting
in an uplift in network investment to boost coverage and reduce latency.
Source: Bloomberg

Source: Bloomberg
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Relative Value
In the 2H19 NVDA’s 2026s have traded 13bps wide of AMAT’s 27s on average, they are currently trading ~9bps wide toward
the wider end of said range as shown in Figure 7. We believe that even given NVDA’s superior Debt/EBITDA and Debt/FCF
than AMAT’s 0.6x vs 1.3x respectively, and 0.6x vs 1.6x respectively, that NVDA is trading at an appropriate spread of ~9bps
to notes with a turn higher credit rating. Regardless of AMD’s recent tightening which we believe may be unjustified, we
would recommend a marketweight position on NVDA’s 2026 senior unsecured notes.
Figure 8: Summary Model

Source: Company Filings
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